When the surface of a sphere vibrates in any assigned manner the spherical sound waves which are propagated outwards can be represented by wellknown formulae provided th at the motion is such th at only small changes in air density occur. When the motion of the spherical surface is radial the velocity potential of the sound wave is < } > = r~1f{r-at), (1) where a is the velocity of sound and r is the radial co-ordinate. The velocity, u, and the excess, p -p0, of pressure over the atmospheric pressure p u = r~2f{r -at) -r~xf'{r -at),
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If R is the radius of the sphere which, by its expansion, is producing waves, .R is a function of t and the surface condition is
R = R~2f(R -at) -R~xf {R -(4)
Equation (4) is an equation for finding the function/. A simple case in which equation (4) can be solved is when R is constant so th at the sphere is ex panding at a uniform velocity. Taking 0 when = 0 the radius at time t can be exx ressed in the form R = oat,
where a is a non-dimensional constant. The limitation that the changes in density are small implies that equations (l)-(3) are true only where is small compared with 1.
Writing w -R -at -(a -1 ) a tequation (5) becomes /y 1 I nr 1\-
The solution of equation (6) If at time t = 0, u = 0 and p -p0 -0 everywhere, then at all sub times u -0 and p = p0 in the region outside the s I t will be seen th at both u a n d P~Po are constant thus points where u and p -p0 have any assigned value are propagated outwards at uniform speeds which are proportional to distance from the centre. Subject to the limitations of the theory of sound therefore* the air wave produced by a uniformly expanding sphere expands at a uniform rate and the velocity and pressure at corresponding points are constant at all stages of the expansion.
This result might have been expected a priori but the solution is here given in detail because it forms the starting point of the work which follows.
A nalysis w hen velocity of expansion is not small I t seems likely that a uniformly expanding sphere will be surrounded by a uniformly expanding air wave, accordingly a solution of the complete equations of motion is sought in which ua nd p are funct For such motions
The equation of motion is du d u _ 1 dp dt~^U dr ' and in view of equation (10) this may be written
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The equation of continuity is dp dp Si + UTrJrP l du 2 u (37+t ) = 0 > which in view of equation (10) may be written u -xdp du p dx dx '
The gas equation pp~v -constant, together with the expression velocity of sound, namely c2 = give and l dp pdx 1 dp pdx
(y -l)c 2 dx
Substituting from equations (14) in equations (12) and ( 
Equations (15) and (17) The solution of equation (19), which contains two variables only, will contain one arbitrary constant. Without attempting to express this solution in mathematical form it is possible to construct by numerical integration a complete set of (£, tj)relationships each corresponding with a given of the arbitrary constant and to set them out graphically in a single set of curves on a diagram whose co-ordinates are £ and This diagram is shown in figure 1 . The arbitrary constant a is defined so as to correspond with the constant a in equations (5), (8) and (9), and the value of a corresponding with each (£, rj) curve is shown in figure 1 . The single curve which cuts across all the graphical solutions of equation (19) in figure 1 will be explained later.
G. I. Taylor B oundary condition at the surface of the sphere
At the surface of the expanding sphere = = so th at
In the sound-wave solution the constant a. specifies the velocity of radial expansion of the sphere as a fraction of the velocity of sound. In the com plete solution tj represents c2/ x 2 a t any point s .
, /local velocity of sound sphere tj represents I-.-r:----jr---:----\ velocity oi expansion the complete solution and the sound-wave solution is therefore attained when the arbitrary constant a is defined by the relation
\2
) . Correspondence between where t /2 is the value of r\at £ = 1. The curves in figure 1 were constructed for a series of values of a starting at the point (£ = 1 ,7/ = a -2) and calculating the change in 7/ step by step for small decrements in £ through the range £ = 1 to £ = 0. The change 8z in z in each interval #£ was also calculated using equation (20) . When 7/ has been found as a function of £ the solution of equation (20) is of the form z -z2 = (function of £), where z2 is the constant of integration. I f z2 is chosen so th at z = z2 when
Outer boundary conditions
At the outer boundary of the expanding air it must be possible to connect the still air conditions with those which obtain in the disturbed region. This can be done in two possible ways: either (a) it might be found th at 0 at radius r = at, so th at the (£, tj) curve passes through the point (£ = 0, = 1); or (6) it might be found th at a t some radius the pressure temperature and velocity are attained which correspond with the pressure, temperature and velocity immediately behind a shock wave moving into still air with velocity r/t. In case (6) the expanding region would be bounded by an expanding The air wave surrounding an expanding sphere SHOCK WAVE CONDITION.
-2^25-spherical shock wave and the air outside this sphere would be at rest. The sound wave solution (equations (8) and (9)) satisfies condition (a), for at r -at both u = 0 and p -p0 = 0.
For values of cl l arger than those to which sound wave analysis ca applied it appears that it is not possible to satisfy condition (a). If the solu tion for cl -0-7 for instance is followed (see figure 1 ) for values of £ decreasing from £ = 1 it is found th at z reaches a maximum while £ is still positive and for smaller values of £, z decreases. Thus the same value of z would correspond with two different values of £ which is physically impossible. I t remains to find out whether the alternative condition (6) can be satisfied. For this purpose it is necessary to express the appropriate shock wave conditions in terms of the variables £ and y.
A shock wave is an extremely thin region within which the pressure, density, temperature and velocity change from one set of values to another. The ratios of density and temperature on the two sides of a shock wave depend only on the ratio of the corresponding pressures. If is the pressure immediately behind a shock wave and is the atmospheric pressure in front of it, y -p jp 0 may be regarded as the independent variable in terms of which all other changes occurring at the shock wave may be expressed. Figure 2 shows the positions in the field to which the various symbols apply. The shock wave formulae were first given by Rankine (1870) and later independently by Hugoniot (1889). The ratio of densities on the two sides of the shock wave is where y, the ratio of specific heats, is the same as the " y " which appears in equation (19) . In the present calculations y is taken as 1*405. Continuity requires th a t PilPo must be equal to the ratio of the velocities of the air o the two sides relative to the shock wave itself. Hence if Ux is the velocity of the shock wave and ux th a t of the air behind it i~~% _ Ux pl f or, using equation (24), ^ = y _^^1)y.
The condition th at the shock wave may expand uniformly with the rest of the system is
where rx is the radius of the shock wave.
So far as this condition is concerned an appropriate value of y may be chosen and a corresponding possible shock wave found a t any point in the field. Equation (26), however, is not the only necessary condition. The velocity of sound in the air behind the shock wave must also satisfy the condition yi = clt*/rl = cl/Ul (27) and
where a is the velocity of sound in the undisturbed atmosphere. Ux may be expressed in terms of a making use of the momentum equation
substituting a2/y for p^/p0 and uxjTJx from (25) a2 _ 2y £7f _ y -1 + ( y + 1)^/,
hence from equations (27), (28) and (30) 2yy{y+l + (y-l)y}
Values of f and y have been calculated from equations (26) and (31) The physical cause of the motion of the expanding air being the motion of the sphere, the results are more comprehensible when expressed in terms of the ratio velocity of expanding spherical surface velocity of sound in undisturbed atmosphere rather than in terms of a. Since U2tjUxt is 
The ratio , _ pressure behind shock wave pressure at surface of sphere is related to cx/c2 by the equation figure 3. F igure 3. Pressure p % at sphere and behind shock w ave as multiples o f atmospheric pressure p0.
Limiting values for very high rates of expansion
The limiting values of and r)x when oo are 0-8316,
Starting from these values equations (19) and (20) were integrated numeric ally for increasing values of £. At £ = 1 the value of rj so found was 0-226 corresponding with a = (0-226)-2 = 2-103, and the value of was 1-0602. These are given in the last line of table 1. I t seems therefore th a t as the velocity of expansion becomes infinitely great the pressure at the surface becomes infinite, but the density remains finite. The thickness of the layer of expanding air is never less than 6-0 % of the radius of the sphere.
Variation of velocity with radius
The numerical solutions of equations (19) and (20) give tj and r/R in terms of £. The most convenient variables for describing velocity distribution are u/a and r/at which are connected with £, rj and by the relations
Some calculated values of u/a and distributions are shown in figure 4 for values of /? ranging from 0-20 to 1-95. The sudden jump in velocity which occurs a t the shock wave is represented in each case by a vertical line and the subsequent increase from the shock wave to the sphere by a sloping curve behind it. The points corresponding with the surface of the expanding sphere lie on the line u = r/t because this is the condition which must be satisfied a t the sphere. For high rates of expansion the velocity distribution is practically linear. When the thickness of the layer of expanding air is small compared with the radius of the sphere 1 d L 'iJ b does not differ appreciably from its value at the spherical surface which is, according to equation (17), equal to -2. The mean slope of the velocity distribution curve for /? = 1 • 95 is in fact found from figure 4 to be tan-1 ( -1*8).
The mean slopes for /? = 2*56 and 3-598 which are outside the range of figure 4 are still closer to the approximate value tan -1 ( -2). The velocity distribution is shown on a larger scale in figure 5 for the case when a = 0-7 , /? = 0-761. The calculated points are marked in figure 5 . The calculation has been carried beyond the point where the shock wave occurs and the corresponding part of the velocity distribution curve is marked in figure 5 with a broken line. I t will be seen th at in the virtual part of the curve the velocity for a given radius is no longer single-valued.
G. I. Taylor P ressure distribution
The pressure p a t any point is given by
Values of PlPo for a selection of values of r/at are given in table 2. The pres sure distributions for a = 0-2, 0-4, 0-5, 0-6, 0-7, 0-8, 1-0 and 1-2 are shown in figure 6. It will be noticed th at those for =* 1-0 and 1-2 appear to be nearly parabolic. I t can be shown in faGt th at the distribution is parabolic near the sphere so th a t when the thickness of the layer of expanding air is small com pared with the radius of the sphere the distribution is nearly parabolic through the layer. If s -(r-R)/r so th at a; = £72(1+$),
and s is supposed small the approximate linear distribution of velocity is equation (15) therefore takes the form f~6( r -i )vis, C| _ C2 = 3(7 -1) Uls2 or l --J = 3 ( y -l ) a ¥ .
C2
so th at (41) If s is small __ 7 c|~c2 Pi 7-1 cl so th at 1 = 3y a2s2 = 37a 2^~~g~j » (42) which represents a parabolic pressure distribution.
As an example of the application of the approximate expression (42) the values of y' and ot corresponding with infinite rate of expansion may be 
calculated. In this case
E ,x = 0-8316, -0-1968 (see e th at sv the value of s a t the shock wave is given by = ut/r = 1 -3sx = 0-8316 and tj1 = c2£2/r2 = a _2(l -2^). Hence = 0-056, so that rJR = 1-056 and rjx = 0-1968 = a~2{l -2(0-056)}, so th at a = 2-12. The approximate value of y' is 1 -3ya2< s2 or 0-94. These values may be compared with those given in table 1 which were found by numerical integration of the full equations, namely, rJR 1-060, a = 2-103, y' = 0-93.
Comparison with sound wave solution FOR LOW RATES OF EXPANSION
For small values of a the sound wave solution of equations (8) velocity and pressure distributions calculated from the complete equations and from the approximate equations of the theory of sound are com pared in figure 7 for the case a = 0*2. So far as the velocity distribution is concerned the agreement is good but the pressure distributions are distinctly different near the sphere. The true pressure distributioh is in fact parabolic near the sphere and initially dp/dr = 0. According to th tion (9) the value of dpjdr close to the sphere is 2p a2 /a 2\ The reason for the discrepancy is evidently th at it is not justifiable to apply the equations of the theory of sound in the neighbourhood of the sphere owing to the neglect of the term ud in the e comparison with dujdt. In the correct equation is equal to -dujdt at the sphere.
Apart from this difference a t the inner boundary the chief contrast between the sound wave solution and the true solution for values of a greater than 0-5 lies in the fact th at the former involves no shock wave at the outer boundary. The true solution for a = 0-2 appears in figure 7 to resemble the sound wave solution in this respect. If this resemblance were true then some limiting value of a would exist below which no shock wave would be produced. Assuming th at such a limit exists the author's rough attem pts to determine its value placed it between a = 0-4 and = 0-5. The m atter was, however, examined later by Dr J. W. Maccoll using more accurate methods of numerical solution, and he came to the conclusion not only that a shock wave is formed when a is less than 0-4 but th a t no lower limit of the assumed type would be found. Subsequent analysis shows th at this prediction is correct. 
where £ = rj-\. The solution of equation (43) is
where A is the constant of integration. As £->0, £->0 but is negative when g< 1/A. Multiplying both sides of (44) by A it will be seen th at A£ is a function of Ag so that the shape of the (£, £) curve does not depend on the constant of integration though its scale is proportional to 1/A.
In the neighbourhood of (£x = 0, t /j = 1) the relationship between and d by taking y -1 as small in equations (26) and (31).
Comparing equations (45) with (44) F igure 8 Figure 8 shows the form of the solution near (£ = 0,77 = 1) and the shock wave line intersecting the (£, r\) curve at the point ( + 0-718, -0-572) . It may be concluded that provided the numerical solution brings the (£ij) curve into the neighbourhood of the point (£ = 0, rj-1 ) the expanding air must be bounded by a shock wave. This indeed proves to be the case, but, as will be seen later, the shock wave is of very small intensity when a is less,than 0-5. In the approximate solution (44) £/£ decreases as £ decreases. In fitting the approximate solution to the numerical solution a pair of values of £ and £ may be taken and the value of A found by inserting these in equation (44). To find the error committed in using equation (43) instead of (48) 
Values of Ae for a series of values of B are given in table 3. Taking A = 340 the (£, tj) curve shown in figure 9 was calculated. The first three values of y, namely, those corresponding with £ = 0-0081, and 0-160 are shown in figure 9. I t will be seen th at though the curve calculated using equation (44) passes very nearly through these three points the existence of a portion of the (E,y) curve for which £ is have been suspected from simple inspection of the apparent trend of the curve calculated step by step through 99 % of the range £ = 1 to 0. This point may perhaps be appreciated more clearly if the area covered by figure 9 is compared with the same area (marked with broken line) on the much smaller scale of figure 1.
It appears from equation (47) When inserted in equation (44) these give values of £ and at the shock wave of order 10~19. So far as the equations of a non-viscous fluid are con cerned this shock wave seems to be real enough in spite of its extreme small ness but from the physical point of view such a minute shock wave has no meaning. The effect of viscosity and conductivity would in fact become IQ-2 appreciable long before a shock wave with pressure change 10~19 atm. could be formed. Nevertheless it is curious th at there is this definite mathematical difference between a wave of finite intensity and the equivalent sound wave. I t is especially curious th at the point where the solution of the complete equation differs from the approximate solution of the theory of sound is in the region of very small velocities and pressure changes, the region in fact where the theory of sound might be expected to be most accurate.
In conclusion I wish to express my thanks to Mrs H. Glauert who carried out some of the calculations and to Dr J W. Mac Coll for some valuable suggestions.
G. I. Taylor Summary
The only case in which the motion of a gas at high speed in three dimen sions has so far been discussed mathematically is th at of the disturbance produced by a cone moving with velocity greater than th at of souqd. In the present work another case is analysed, namely, the radial outward flow produced by a uniformly expanding sphere. The region of expanding air is bounded by a shock wave outside which the air is undisturbed. As the radial velocity of the sphere increases the thickness of the layer of disturbed air decreases till at infinite rate of expansion it is only 6 % of the radius of the sphere. The distributions of velocity and pressure are given for a range of rates of expansion. When the radial velocity of the sphere is small an approxi mate analysis based on the theory of sound yields results which are inaccurate near the sphere and also at the shock wave which forms the outer boundary of the expanding air.
